Press release 29th June 2022

ONE MONTH TO ROCK MASTER
16 GOLDEN CLIMBERS COMING 

Just one month to the 35th Rock Master in Arco, (Trentino) Italy  
Online tickets sale from July 4th 
1500 tickets (daily or night) for the climbing event on 29th July
16 climbers selected for KO Boulder and Lead Duel

Audience is sport’s soul; above all, as far as sport climbing is concerned. The more the people, the bigger the party, the stronger the emotions arising from the event.
1500 seats to enjoy live the 16 “Rock Stars” gathering in a month for the 35th Rock Master, the worldwide known climbing event taking place on July 29th at the Arco Climbing Stadium. Exclusive online tickets sales start July 4th through Midaticket platform. Two available options: the daily ticket costs 25€ (for both KO Boulder and Lead Duel) and the night ticket costs 20€ with entrance from 6.30 pm for the Lead Duel. People born since 2009, pay 5€, while entry is free for kids born since 2018. No numbered seats in front of the bouldering wall and free parterre for Lead Duel too.
Rock Master tests ability and technique: strength, speed, lucidity about the boulders, and resistance until the last exploit in the Lead Duel.
A full and intense day of competition with women KO Boulder at 12.30 pm and men at 4.30 pm. Lead Duel qualifications start at 9 pm, finals at 9.45 pm.
Two Ukrainian climbers are performing at Climbing Stadium too: Fedir Samoilov and Ievgeniia Kazbekova. The first won a Combined World Championships bronze medal and reached finals at the World University Sport Climbing Championship in Bratislava, 2018. Kazbekova has climbing in her DNA. She was national Lead champion in 2019 and the following year got a fourth place at the World Championships. She was born wearing climbing shoes, from her parents-coaches Serik Kazbekov and Natalia Perlova, both international climbers and winners of many national titles and World Cup stages, Boulder and Lead.
Beyond the last announced Ukrainian climbers, the legends Adam Ondra, Jakob Schubert, Stefano Ghisolfi, Martin Stranik, Michael Piccolruaz, Pan Yufei, Luka Potocar; Camilla Moroni, Laura Rogora, Jessica Pilz, Vita Lukan, Stasa Gejo, Yeutong Zhang and Seo Chaehyun are confirmed. 
For the Austrian Jakob Schubert, bronze Olympic medal and 2019 Rock Master Winner, Arco represents a second home: “Coming to Arco is always a pleasure; it’s like a second home. Rock Master is fun, I love competing outside World Cups and official competitions, trying new formats, as the duel which is awesome!” This particular format appeals his compatriot Jessica Pilz, Lead World Champion, too: “I’m so happy to be there again competing at Rock Master, I particularly like the Lead Duel, such a different competition from the others and Arco is always wonderful.”
Now it is just time to wait for the big day. Climbing Stadium will be fitted out with a Street Food Truck and a beer kiosk. 
Stay tuned and be ready to catch tickets on July 4th, better not to miss Rock Master!
Info: www.rockmasterfestival.com

